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Abstract: Surface plasmon resonance microscopy (SPRM) is a versatile technique for biosensing and
imaging that facilitates high-sensitivity, label-free, real-time characterization. To date, SPR technology
has been successfully commercialized and its performance has continued to improve. However, this
method is inhibited by low spatial resolution and the inability to achieve single-molecule detection.
In this report, we present an overview of SPRM research progress in the field of plasma imaging and
sensing. A brief review of the technological advances in SPRM is outlined, as well as research progress
in important applications. The combination of various new techniques with SPRM is emphasized.
Finally, the current challenges and outlook of this technique are discussed.
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1. Introduction

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) sensing technology facilitates real-time, label-free,
high-sensitivity characterization and is a crucial tool for analyzing the binding dynamics
among biomolecules. SPR has many applications in biomedical, mechanical, and chem-
ical fields, such as investigating biomolecular interactions [1], gas detection, etc. The
phenomenon of surface plasmon resonance was first discovered in 1902 by Wood, who
observed it by illuminating polarized light onto a metal substrate diffraction grating [2].
In 1960, Stern and Farrell studied the conditions of the phenomenon and introduced the
concept of “surface plasmon resonance” for the first time.

However, the lack of imaging capability of conventional SPR techniques has hindered
their broad adoption. Fortunately, image acquisition using a digital camera is feasible
for SPR technology, in which each image pixel can serve as an independent SPR sensing
channel. Thus, imaging facilitates the exploitation of SPR-based techniques for high-
throughput analysis.

Over the past decade, surface plasmon resonance imaging (SPRi) has enabled high-
throughput, real-time, noninvasive biosensing in two-dimensional (2D) microarrays and
simultaneous monitoring of several biomolecular interactions. It has been frequently
applied to determine the specificity, affinity, and kinetic parameters of protein-protein,
protein-DNA, receptor drug-virus, and other macromolecular binding processes [3–6].

The most commonly used prism-based SPRi instruments have sufficient spatial resolu-
tion to quantify independent sensing performance from numerous microfluidic channels [7],
thus serving as useful tools for high-throughput multiplexed analysis in biological research
and drug discovery [8–12]. Nevertheless, the spatial resolution of these systems is limited
when the detected light is collected with regular, low numerical aperture (NA) lenses.
Moreover, the signals obtained using these methods usually involve integration, since they
are a collection of multiple interactions. Thus, the heterogeneity and microscopic details
are obscured, thereby inhibiting single-cell or even single-molecule level measurements.

Therefore, it is vital to increase the spatial resolution of SPR techniques for molecular
level detection. The spatial resolution can usually be significantly improved by incorporat-
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ing an objective lens into the imaging system or by substituting the prism with a high-NA
objective lens, which is called SPR microscopy (SPRM).

An early SPRM technique was developed based on the Kretschmann structure with the
addition of a microscopic optical path for the reflected light imaging [13]. In recent years,
the trend has been to combine integration-based spectral monitoring with high-NA optical
microscopy to achieve single-molecule sensitivity [14]. Numerous applications have been
made possible by this development. Although the spatial resolution of SPRM is sufficient
to facilitate detection at the single-molecule level, point spread function (PSF) asymmetry
is a problem, e.g., the SPRM snapshot of a circular nanostructure has a parabolic trail with
several micrometers in the longitudinal direction. This phenomenon occurs because the
plane waves generated by the plasma propagating along the surface of the gold film are
coherently superimposed with the scattering field of the nanoparticles. In the case of wave
vector matching, standing waves are generated at positions with opposite wave vector
directions and the stripes become denser. The phase difference is constant at positions with
the same wave vector direction and the stripes are in the same state, so the PSF exhibits
parabolic trailing.

In addition, with the advancement of various new technologies, novel ideas and
developments have been realized for SPR sensing, leading to improved performance and
increased functionality. SPRM has been widely used to detect individual DNA molecules,
characterize in situ binding kinetics of membrane proteins, track the dynamics of intra-
cellular organelles, etc. This technique has developed a bridge between molecular level
bio-interaction monitoring and high-resolution bio-imaging.

In this work, we review the principles and common operating systems of SPRM. In
addition, recent advances in various kinds of novel SPRM technology are described. The
applications of SPRM technology in biosensing are summarized. Finally, the challenges
and outlook of the technology are discussed.

2. Principle and Configurations of SPRM
2.1. Principle of SPRM

The SPR phenomenon is generated by the collision of incident light with the free con-
duction electrons near the interface of two media (e.g., metal and dielectric medium) with
opposite signs for the dielectric constant. A surface plasmon wave (SPW) is a transverse
magnetic wave (TMW) produced by fluctuations in the charge density of free electrons at
the metal surface, propagating parallel to the interface, with its energy decaying exponen-
tially and vertically toward the surface. The electric field oscillation between SPWs and
light waves occurs only in the TM mode, i.e., p-polarized. To resonate with the SPW, the
incident light must satisfy certain conditions, and its wave vector component should be par-
allel to the metal-dielectric interface. The SPW propagation constant at the metal-dielectric
surface can be written as [15]:

kSP =
ω

c

√
εmεg

εm + εg
(1)

where εg is the metal’s complex dielectric function, εm is the dielectric function of the
adjacent medium, kSP is the wave vector of the SPW, ω is the angular frequency of the
wave, c is the speed of light in a vacuum, and ω/c is the wave vector in a vacuum. The
wave vector of incident p-polarized light can be characterized as follows [16]:

kin =
ω

c
sin θ (2)

where θ is the incident light’s angle with respect to the metal-dielectric interface normal.
Incident light on a smooth metallic surface cannot directly excite the SPW because the
value of kin is always smaller than the value of kSP. The value of kin can be increased via
coupling with optical components such as prisms and gratings. Kretschmann proposed
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the prism-coupling approach [17], which is based on attenuated total reflection (ATR). The
wave vector is given as follows:

kATR =
ω

c
sin θ
√

εp (3)

where εp is the dielectric constant of the prism. When kSP = kATR, the wave vectors of the
incident light and SPW are matched. This is characterized by the coupling of the energy of
incident photons to the SPW, contributing to the attenuation of the total internal reflection
light and an absorption peak. The SPR dip angle or resonance angle (θR) appears at the
position of the least reflected light intensity. Note that it is related to the refractive index (RI)
of the medium; therefore, the medium can be reflected by changes in SPR characteristics.

A typical SPRM optical configuration consists of an excitation light source, an inverted
microscope, and a CCD to acquire images. The operating process involves exciting the
SPW by directing a p-polarized beam into a high-NA oil-immersion objective, focusing it
onto the back focal plane of the objective, and illuminating a gold film to excite the SPR
phenomenon. The incident illumination angle θ is changed by the lateral shift d of the
beam staggering the system’s optical axis and f is the focal length of the objective lens. The
illumination angle is given by:

d = f sin θ (4)

When the SPR phenomenon occurs, a sharp reduction of the reflected light intensity
becomes recorded by the CCD through the objective. The resonance angle θR can be
expressed as follows:

sin θR =

√
εmεg(

εm + εg
)
εo

(5)

where εo is the dielectric constant of the objective. Conventional SPR biosensor measure-
ments are usually performed on samples with high coverage and weak scattering, which
are analyzed using a layered dielectric model. However, this description does not apply
to individual small objects (e.g., molecules, viruses, and nanoparticles). Typically, when
strongly scattering objects are placed near a metal surface, parabolic diffraction patterns
are produced. At the prism-metal interface, the incident light undergoes three types of
interaction, including partial reflection (Er), partial absorption to excite SPW (ESP), and scat-
tering of the SPW propagating parallel to the surface by the object resulting in a scattered
field (Es). The mixture of the reflected, scattered, and SPW fields determines the intensity
of light measured at any given point in the SPR photograph (ISPR). In the image that CCD
records, the total intensity can be expressed as follows [18]:

ISPR = |Er + ESP + Es|2 = |ESP + Er|2 + |Es|2 + 2Re{Es(E∗SP + E∗r )} (6)

where the homogeneous SPR baseline in the exclusion of particles is provided as the first
term. For particles that are far smaller than the wavelength of the incident light, the second
term is an expression for basic scattering, which is insignificant. The third term, which
denotes a more complicated interaction between the signal and SPW, can be written as
an exponentially decaying columnar oscillation with a parabolic striped pattern in the
image plane.

2.2. Research Progress of SPRM Technologies

SPRM platforms are mainly classified as prism-based and objective-based, where the
prism-based SPRM platform is usually based on the prism-coupling model proposed by
Kretschmann (Figure 1A). Here, p-polarized light is used to irradiate the gold film using
prism coupling, which is then reflected after excitation of the SPW. The modulated reflected
light is gathered using a CCD for imaging. On the other hand, according to the different
illumination methods, objective-based SPRM is categorized into wide-field illumination and
point-scanning categories. The wide-field illumination type SPRM (Figure 1B) collimates
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the parallel incident light from a fiber output using an achromatic lens. It is then converted
into p-polarized light using a cubic polarizer and concentrated on the back focal plane of
objective lens. The focusing light is collimated by the objective to irradiate the sensing
surface at an angle greater than total reflection and reflect it in a parallel light mode. The
modulated reflected light is picked up by the symmetrical position of the objective and
recorded by the CCD with an imaging lens. The use of high-NA objectives is limited in a
prism-based SPRM owing to the optical path inside the prism. Compared to a prism-based
SPRM, wide-field illuminated SPRM uses a high-NA objective to collect reflected light with
higher spatial resolution, but does not reach the diffraction limit at the submicron level,
whereas point-scanning SPRM has a higher value. In point-scanning SPRM (Figure 1C), the
incident light is expanded and collimated by a pair of lens, and the pupil of the objective is
illuminated. The beam is focused onto the interface between the sensor chip and the sample,
and the reflected beam is collected. A polarizer is used to generate linearly polarized light,
a neutral density filter regulates the beam intensity, and the sample is fitted on a three-
dimensional piezoelectric stage with a feedback system that allows the beam to scan across
the sample plane. Using a circular, axisymmetric, parallel incident light, Kano et al. found
that the excited SPWs moved in multiple directions on the surface [19] and interfered
with one another. At the geometric focus of the objective, a local electric field is formed.
Scanning point by point in the sample plane can help to enhance spatial resolution. In
this work, the authors used a CCD to record the reflected light at each point and then
calculated the Fourier spectrum of the reflected light, which was then demodulated to
obtain the RI of the sensing material on the surface of the gold film. The RI in the sensing
material can reflect the thickness of the sensing material. Variations in film thickness
change the effective permittivity of the near-field metal surface, which in turn changes the
RI. In addition, the Fourier spectrum of the reflected light has two dark arcs. This is the
characteristic pattern of SPW excitation. The radii of the curvatures of the arcs vary with the
relative permittivity of the sensing material. To enhance the image contrast, Somekh et al.,
proposed a scanning epi-interference microscope by adding a z-direction motion to the
two-dimensional scan. By moving the sample out of focus, the contrast was enhanced [20].
When the sample is not in objective’s focal plane, two main output signals are generated,
one from the SPW and the other from the light that is directly reflected after the sample
is vertically irradiated. Meanwhile, the phase difference between the light propagating
along pathways A and B will change (Figure 1D). However, these beams do not directly
intersect, as they are positioned at different sites. Using an interferometer, the beams
from routes A and B are combined with a common reference signal, and the amplitude
of the total interferometric spectrum oscillates with the phase change between routes A
and B, with a period that depends on the angle of incidence when the SPW is excited.
Scanning epi-interferometers consist of a reference arm and a sample arm, with stringent
requirements in terms of system stability. Therefore, Zhang et al. built a point-scan SPRM
using a confocal optical path to provide a more compact and stable alternative that is
compatible with commercial instruments. A spatial light modulator (SLM) can be used to
control the optical pupil function and suppress light that interferes with the result, allowing
a sample to be illuminated through a large range of angles [21].

Compared to wide-field illumination SPRMs, point-scanning SPRMs have higher
spatial resolution but are slower. When conducting biological experiments, the ability to
monitor a process in real time is an important capability, for which wide-field illumination
SPRMs are more suitable.
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2.3. SPRM’s Resolution Enhancement Methods

Although the application of high-NA objectives enables conventional SPRM to perform
imaging and detection at the single-molecule level, its complex, parabolic-shaped PSF
severely limits the spatial resolution and sensitivity. Owing to propagation of the SPW,
the spatial resolution of the SPRM is different in the two directions (x-y direction), as it
propagates on the chip’s plane, which interferes with the images of nearby points and affects
the resolution. The use of high-NA objectives guarantees that the x-direction resolution
of the SPRM is diffraction-limited, but does not improve the resolution in the y-direction.
Typically, the y-direction resolution is limited by the propagation length of the SPW, which
is a number of microns.

From both the optical and computational perspectives, it is necessary to reconstruct a
symmetric PSF, which relies on y-direction resolution and reducing the propagation length
of the SPW. Notably, one way to enhance spatial resolution is to excite the SPW with a
shorter wavelength of light [14]. In this work, the damping of the SPW in metal films was
increased by using short-wavelength optical excitation to reduce the propagation length of
the SPW. Thus, by comparing the excitation of SPW in gold films using 638 nm and 532 nm
light sources, the SPW propagation length in water was found to be 3.1 µm and 0.2 µm,
respectively. However, the spatial resolution can also be improved by obtaining SPRM
images by scanning a focused laser beam point by point on the chip plane [22], in which
case, the x-direction resolution can reach ~170 nm. However, mechanically scanning the
laser beam inevitably reduces the temporal resolution, which is needed to investigate
fast-binding kinetics and surface processes.

High spatial resolution SPR images can be achieved via azimuthal rotational illumina-
tion (ARI) [23], a method known as SPRM-ARI. With an effective time resolution that is only
constrained by the illumination rotation speed (1 ms), this method offers an order of magni-
tude resolution improvement over conventional SPRM. In this work, the authors used ARI
to allow for the excitation of SPWs on a silver surface along multiple azimuthal directions.
This implied that the streaks or tails caused by the scattered SPWs could be azimuthally
averaged (Figure 2A). The spatial resolution is enhanced because the nanospheres seem
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to be much brighter than other areas. The parabolic PSF vanishes in a single nanosphere
image, leaving only two tiny, closed bright spots (Figure 2B). Based on the PSF of surface
plasmon coupled emission microscopy (SPCEM), the cause of these images can be identi-
fied [24]. In addition, the advantages of enhanced spatial resolution and interference fringe
map smoothing by SPRM-ARI were further demonstrated by imaging a winding polymer
nanowire with complex shapes using conventional SPRM and SPRM-ARI (Figure 2B). The
former resulted in multiple fringes and scattering noise, which increased the difficulty of
identification. Son et al. proposed a dual-channel spatially switched SPRM (ssSPRM) that
significantly improved the image resolution in SPRM by a factor of nearly 15 compared to
conventional SPRM [25]. In their work, dual-channel illumination switching was achieved
in the reverse direction to the incident light while maintaining the incident and polarization
angles (Figure 2C). Moreover, image reconstruction in dual-channel ssSPRM has been
performed using the minimum filtering method. In this approach, the intensity of the
corresponding pixels was compared separately in images with opposite incident directions.
Small pixels were used to remove the most dominant scattering component, which greatly
improved the spatial resolution of the image. Recently, Son et al., improved the two-channel
method by proposing multichannel switching [26]. The multi-channel switching method
refers to the spatial frequency sampling of an object field by continuously changing the
direction of the incident illumination light. This method improves image sharpness and
achieves robust and consistent imaging performance under various geometries. Notably,
multi-channel optical switching in SPRM can significantly reduce the unfavorable scat-
tering effect of SPWs and substantially improve image quality. Briefly, ignoring various
limitations, an increase in the number of channels always leads to an increase in image
quality. An analogy can be found in structured illumination microscopy (SIM), i.e., ssSPM
with a larger number of channels represents a sampling of a larger area in Fourier space.
Moreover, the image contrast is 3 times more enhanced than conventional SPRM.

The image reconstruction algorithm can reconstruct an isotropic PSF without sac-
rificing temporal resolution, but the complexity of the optical system is increased [27].
In the reconstruction process, the CCD records the reflected light from the chip surface,
including the planar SPW Ep and the scattered SPW ESC. In particular, the interference
between SPWs is recorded in imaging mode. The scattered field is then obtained from the
interference pattern by multiplying the SPRM image by Ep and applying a filter in the
Fourier space using a method similar to optical holography. Notably, the PSF of the SPRM
can be expressed as an attenuated columnar wave. The scattered field is deconvoluted
with the PSF to obtain the target image. This method was demonstrated using 100 nm
polystyrene nanoparticles, resulting in a 3-fold increase in the y-direction resolution, which
reached ~310 nm in both the x and y directions. Nonetheless, the method calculates the
scattered waves by assuming a single scattering of surface plasmon waves on the object’s
surface, which is unsuitable when multiple scattering is not negligible. In such a case, more
sophisticated algorithms are required. The aforementioned image reconstruction algorithm
is also used in another optimized SPRM instrument, wherein the reflected light interferes
with a portion of the scattered light from the target object, which is then collected by a
CMOS camera in a process called interferometric plasmonic microscopy (iPM) [28]. The
method has a spatial resolution of ~260 nm and can image a single exosome adsorbed
on the surface of the modified gold chip in real time. Moreover, the exosome’s diameter
(30–150 nm) can be determined according to the image intensity.

Compared to the poor longitudinal resolution of SPRM, the constraint of the metal-
dielectric interface to the surface plasma results in very high axial sensitivity (z-direction).
Owing to the rapid decay of SPW energy in the axial direction, SPW intensity is expo-
nentially related to the perpendicular distance from the particle to the chip plane. This
relationship can be converted by the decay constant of the SPRM system, which is capable
of achieving an accuracy of ~5 nm in the axial direction [29]. In addition, an accuracy
of ~0.1 nm can be obtained by the vertical oscillation of the nanoparticles [30].
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Figure 2. (A) Diagram demonstrating the overlap of incident plane waves at different azimuthal
angles and circular scattered waves from a nanosphere [23]. In (d), comparable to the illumination
source used in SPRM-ARI, the planar wave rotates in its propagation direction from 0◦ to 360◦.
(B) Images acquired using conventional SPRM (a,c) and SPRM-ARI (b,d) [23]. A nanosphere with a
diameter of approximately 50 nm (a,b) and a winding polymer nanowire (c,d) were placed on the
Ag film. Copyright 2019 Sci Adv. (C) Schematic of the optical setup of ssSPRM [25]. The inset is a
conceptual illustration of switching in the ssSPRM. Copyright 2018 Opt Lett.

3. Advances in Biological Detection

Although the parabolic PSF limits the spatial resolution of SPRM, its unique advan-
tages have resulted in its wide adoption in several fields.

3.1. Live Cell Studies

SPRM allows for the visualization of cellular activity and morphology. For example,
the strength of cell-substrate adhesion has been assessed using this approach [31]. The
study of cell-matrix interactions at the individual cell level is essential for understanding
many aspects of cell behavior. Wang et al. achieved spatial mapping of local cell-matrix
adhesion strength by monitoring cellular responses to controlled stimuli. In this work,
they investigated the entire dynamic process of cellular response to extracellular osmotic
pressure and obtained the spatial distribution of cell-substrate adhesion strength based on
SPRM images (Figure 3A).

Our group presented the results of wavelength-scanning surface plasmon resonance
microscopy (WS-SPRM) as an efficient analytical method for measuring cell-matrix interac-
tions for the first time [32]. This approach facilitated real-time monitoring of changes in cell
behavior during cell isolation under chemical and electroporation stimulation. Compared
to intensity surface plasmon resonance microscopy (I-SPRM), WS-SPRM has a greater
dynamic range (Figure 3B). The system consists of two optical paths (Figure 3B): the SPRM
optical path under the sample stage and the white-light microscopy optical path above
the sample stage. In the SPRM path, a liquid crystal tunable filter (LCTF) is used for fast
and flexible wavelength scanning to achieve SPR imaging cycles within 1 s. When a scan
cycle is completed, the SPR response value for each pixel point can be built from a series of
images, i.e., the resonant wavelength (RW) of each pixel point can be obtained, enabling RW
imaging of the gold plane. In the white-light microscopy path, incident light is scattered
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and reflected by the cell, which is then collected by a CMOS camera during imaging. Using
RW imaging of WS-SPRM to monitor cell detachment under trypsin stimulation, it was
determined that the RW of the cell decreased when trypsin acted on the cell. A smaller cell
adhesion area was observed owing to contraction of the cell, and for most of the area, the
RW decreased to the background RW after 80 s of treatment. Finally, the cell eventually
appeared as a small dot (Figure 3B). In addition, an imaging comparison between I-SPRM
and WS-SPRM was also performed, and it was observed that the RI dynamic detection
range of the cells calculated by WS-SPRM was approximately 3.5× 10−2 RIU, whereas
for I-SPRM, it was approximately 1.85× 10−2 RIU. Obviously, a larger dynamic range
accurately provides a more realistic image of the sensor surface. In summary, this label-free,
non-invasive technique can measure the adhesion strength of cell substrates under natural
conditions, thus minimizing damage to cell behavior from external forces.

Compared to wavelength interrogation SPR, phase interrogation SPR has higher detec-
tion sensitivity, and this technique has also been applied to SPRM. Zhang et al., developed
a common-path digital holographic microscope (DHM) based on prism-coupled SPR phase
imaging [33]. To achieve off-axis holographic recording, a beam splitter with a special
structure was introduced into the SPR imaging system, which allowed the target and
reference beams to propagate almost simultaneously in the system with excellent temporal
stability (Figure 3C). Measuring the phase difference of reflected light in the case of SPR
has significant advantages in achieving near-field RI and high-contrast phase imaging.
A polynomial fitting equation was used to directly calculate the amount of RI change
associated with the measured phase difference. When high temporal stability and phase
curvature compensation were utilized, this system exhibited good performance in monitor-
ing small RI changes and imaging biological tissues (Figure 3C). Dou et al., improved SPR
holographic microscopy (SPRHM) by proposing a dual-channel illumination approach to
increase the spatial resolution [34]. In the system, two incident beams traveling in opposite
directions excite the SPR (Figure 3D). Using the polarization multiplexing technique of
DHM, two off-axis holograms are created when the reference and target components of the
two incident beams interfere with one another. After numerical reconstruction of the target
wave, a weighted mean filtering algorithm was proposed for image synthesis to obtain SPR
phase images with improved resolution up to ~1 µm at 632.8 nm. This is comparable to the
resolution of conventional optical microscopy with the advantages of wide field-of-view
imaging and the high measurement sensitivity of SPR.

To study cellular micromotion, the detection distance can be extended using long-range
SPR (LRSPR), which is typically 100–200 nm for conventional SPR and up to 500–1000 nm
for LRSPR [35]. LRSPR was made possible by introducing a buffer layer with an RI similar
to that of the sample, which was suspended between the substrate and the metal layer. In
particular, the symmetric plasma structure induced coupling of the SPWs on both sides
of the metal layer, thus allowing the SPWs to support an electromagnetic field markedly
deeper into the sensing medium compared to conventional SPR. Furthermore, LRSPR can
facilitate sensitive non-invasive measurements of the dynamic fluctuations of adherent
cells, whereas conventional SPR is insensitive to such microwave motions.

SPRM can also map the binding kinetics of membrane proteins [36]. Membrane
proteins direct multiple cellular responses to extracellular signals and have been intensively
studied owing to their values as disease biomarkers and therapeutic targets. However,
traditional methods used to isolate membrane proteins and perform non-in situ studies do
not accurately reflect their intrinsic structure and function. Therefore, the high temporal
and spatial resolution and label-free properties of SPRM render it an excellent imaging
instrument for in situ studies of the binding kinetics of living cells. The images acquired via
SPRM can be used to quantify the distribution of glycoproteins, which can then be fitted
pixel by pixel using a first-level kinetic model that reflects local binding and dissociation
rate constants.
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Figure 3. (A) Mapping cell-substrate interactions using SPRM [31]. (a) The osmotic pressure causes
the bottom surface of the cells to face towards or away from the substrate. (b) Plotting the strength
of cell-substrate adhesion, with larger displacements reflecting weaker adhesions. Copyright 2012
Langmuir. (B) Wavelength-scanning surface plasmon resonance microscopy [32]. The diagram of
the WS-SPRM setup is shown in (a). (b) The RW images of a single cell undergoing trypsinization.
(c) Dynamic range comparison of WS-SPRM and I-SPRM. Copyright 2019 Biosens Bioelectron. (C) The
common-path DHM based on prism-coupling SPRM for onion tissue imaging [33]. Optical setup
of the common-path DHM in (a), and experiment results for the phase imaging of onion tissue in
(b). Copyright 2017 Appl Opt. (D) Experimental setup of dual-channel illumination SPRHM [34].
Copyright 2021 Opt Lett.

3.2. Single-Virus and Single-Bacteria Imaging

Non-imaging techniques, which provide information regarding the size of viral par-
ticles based on the statistical analysis of many particles, are not appropriate for studying
the binding affinity of viruses. In contrast, high-resolution SPRM can spatially distinguish
individual viruses, allowing for the detailed study of these organisms and detection of
multiple different viruses. Wang et al. applied SPRM to the imaging and measurement of
the size and mass of individual viruses [37] (Figure 4A,B). The SPR intensity of a particle
is proportional to its volume. To obtain the size of a virus, a calibration curve, i.e., the
SPR intensity-volume curve, can be plotted using nanoparticles as a calibration standard
(Figure 4C). Based on its protein and lipid content, the RI of the H1N1 influenza virus
is approximately 1.48. Therefore, a correction is made using silica nanoparticles with an
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RI of 1.46. Thus, the volume of a virus can be obtained from the calibration curve and the
mass can then be obtained using the known density information. Therefore, the measured
diameter of the H1N1 influenza virus was determined to be 109 ± 13 nm and the mass
was 0.80 ± 0.35 fg.

The micromotion of bacteria is closely related to their life activities. Bacterial motility
has been investigated using atomic force microscopy (AFM). In this approach, several
hundred bacterial cells are fixed on a cantilever, from which a beam is deflected. The
deflection is dependent on the micromotion of the bacterial cells, which are immobilized
on the cantilever. However, this method does not facilitate the determination of the
micromotion of a single bacterium. In contrast, the axial resolution of SPRM facilitates
the analysis of microbial motions with nanoscale precision. Recently, Syal et al., used
plasmonic imaging and tracking (PIT) techniques to link bacterial micromotion to bacterial
metabolism and antibiotic action [38]. In this work, E. coli O157:H7 cells were immobilized
on a gold surface (Figure 4D) and they produced parabolic-shaped patterns via SPW
scattering, in which the red spot indicated the object location position and the parabolic
streak was caused by the scattered light (Figure 4E). The SPR images of bacteria at different
locations were recorded with different image contrasts owing to the micromotion of the
bacterial cells perpendicular to the chip (z-direction). When bacteria were exposed to
high bactericidal concentrations of antibiotics, the micromotion was significantly reduced,
indicating bacterial death.
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Figure 4. (A) SPRM images of H1N1 influenza A virus and silica nanoparticles [37]. (B) The SPR
intensity profiles of selected particles along the x−direction [37]. The inset shows the corresponding
profiles from simulated images. (C) Calibration curve of SPR intensity plotted vs. particle volume [37].
Copyright 2010 Proc Natl Acad Sci USA. (D) Setup and principle of SPRM imaging and tracking of
bacterial cells tethered to a gold-coated glass sensor chip. Antibiotic action significantly suppressed
bacterial motion [38]. (E) SPRM image of a bacterial cell [38]. Scale bar: 2 µm. Copyright 2016
ACS Nano.
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3.3. Study of Biomolecules

The ability to image or visualize individual DNA molecules is fundamental to the
advancement of a variety of applications of DNA. However, labeling DNA with fluores-
cent dyes can distort the original structure of DNA. Although AFM is a robust, label-free
technique, scanning AFM probes may damage DNA samples. Yu et al., proposed a dif-
ferential plasmonic imaging technique (DSPR) for label-free imaging of individual DNA
molecules and measuring the length of individual DNA strands [39]. The method is based
on the acquisition of two images obtained by translating the sample between two positions.
Background noise removal is performed by subtracting one image from the other to obtain
a differential image (Figure 5A). Subsequently, the scattering-based features are effectively
removed using a deconvolution algorithm, and an image of the DNA sample without scat-
tering effects is obtained (Figure 5B,C). Using this approach, the average length of a single
stretched DNA molecule was determined to be approximately 14.6 µm. Therefore, SPRM is
a label-free, quantitative approach that is suitable for single-DNA-molecule analysis.

This technique can be used to sensitively detect changes in RI near an interface, which
is closely related to its molecular mass and volume. Based on small changes in the sensing
surface mass, SPRM is one of the most effective tools for detecting interactions between
biomolecules. The aforementioned studies involved intensity, wavelength, and phase
interrogation SPRMs, among which the intensity type is the most widely used because of its
straightforward optics. Tan et al., described a high-resolution quantitative angular scanning
wide-field SPRM that was applied to the imaging of protein-antibody interactions in water
media [40]. In this work, a laser disrupted the spatial coherence of a beam using a rotating
diffuser, and higher quality images of smaller artifacts were acquired compared to the case
of spatially coherent illumination. The illumination angle of the spatially incoherent light
depends on the amplitude of the spatial light modulator (SLM) at the conjugate position of
the back focal plane of the objective, enabling dynamic control of the illumination angle.
Therefore, a series of wide-field SPR images are obtained.

SPRM is widely used in the field of biomolecular interactions, but its application
for detecting small molecules remains challenging. Small molecules have a low mass,
and when they bind to the detection surface, the change in RI is minimal. Therefore,
the main strategy for detecting these molecules is to enhance the signal associated with
biomolecular binding. In particular, the feasibility of enhancing the signal by labeling
biomolecules with gold nanoparticles has been demonstrated. The introduction of gold
nanoparticles leads to an increase in the mass of the sample, which results in a significant
increase in the signal. Halpern et al. used this approach in combination with SPRM to
detect the hybridization kinetics of DNA in real time [41]. In their investigation, the au-
thors described a near-infrared, high-NA objective-coupled SPRM with two improvements.
One improvement is that the use of the 814 nm wavelength reduces the SPR angle and
improves SPR sensitivity compared to visible wavelengths. Although the longer prop-
agation length of the NIR wave reduces the spatial resolution in the SPW propagation
direction, a single nanoparticle can be localized by the unique resulting parabolic PSF.
The second improvement is that a gold-coated knife-edge mirror is used to split the light.
Notably, due to the application of the knife-edge mirror, the incident light can be split
without loss of signal, which eliminates the potential interference effects associated with
multiple reflections. DNA-modified gold nanoparticles at concentrations of 5–0.1 pM were
detected on intact monolayers of complementary sequences by counting the binding events
of individual nanoparticles (Figure 5D). Another method for detecting small molecules is
plasmonic-based electrochemical impedance microscopy (P-EIM). P-EIM involves imaging
the electrochemical impedance distribution over the entire plane using SPRM [42]. In partic-
ular, three images can be simultaneously obtained by applying potential modulation to the
sensor’s surface: the amplitude and phase of the AC component and the DC component.
The DC component is the same as the conventional SPR image, which provides molecular
binding information, while the AC component is related to the local impedance of the
surface. The local amplitude and phase of the AC component are extracted using the FFT,
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and amplitude and phase images are then obtained at different frequencies. P-EIM is used
to detect small molecular charges [43]. In this work, the phase signal of the P-EIM is a
function of the local surface charge. Notably, the difference between the phase components
of small molecules and the dextran hydrogel sensor surface can be used to distinguish
between small molecules, thus bypassing the mass limit (~100 Da) of conventional SPR
measurements (Figure 5E).

Measuring the binding kinetics of individual proteins is also a challenging task. Zhang
et al., modified a conventional SPRM to image the scattered SPWs in transmission mode,
a method known as plasmonic scattering microscopy (PSM) [44]. The imaging principle
of PSM is based on SPRM, whereby the SPWs are scattered by inhomogeneous gold film
surfaces and proteins and subsequently interfere with one another. The interfering light
is directly acquired for imaging, employing an additional objective positioned above
the sample (Figure 6A). This avoids interference from strongly reflected light, which
facilitates higher illumination intensities (~30,000×) and significantly improves image
contrast. PSM images do not have parabolic PSFs, but rather complex bright spots. The
image intensity is determined by integrating the intensity of all pixels, which is independent
of the inhomogeneous background caused by the random distribution of the surface
roughness (Figure 6B). In this study, the rapid binding and unbinding of molecules were
observed, and the binding kinetics of a single molecule was then determined by obtaining
the distribution of the bound and unbound state dwell times from the time-intensity
maps of the bound and unbound states (Figure 6C,D). Recently, a PSM optical device was
modified by Zhang et al. [45]. In this work, single-molecule imaging was implemented in
the extensively employed, Kretschmann prism-coupling SPRM apparatus, while preserving
single protein sensitivity and great spatial resolution. This method demonstrates a simpler
application of high spatial resolution imaging in systems.
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Figure 5. (A) Images of 80 nm platinum nanoparticles on bare gold film obtained using SPR and
DSPR to illustrate the superior contrast enhancement of DSPR [39]. DSPR image of DNA molecules,
before (B) and after (C) deconvolution [39]. Copyright 2014 ACS Nano. (D) Gold nanoparticles
for signal amplification [41]. DSPR image of DNA-functionalized gold nanoparticles binding to a
complementary surface. The image shows 5 binding events (red circles). The positions of all bound
particles after 300 s are marked with yellow dots and are overlaid on the image. The scale bar
is 25 µm. Copyright 2014 ACS Nano. (E) P-EIM signals of printed small molecules spots [43]. The
DC component of the response is the average intensity, and the AC component consists of a phase
and amplitude. Copyright 2013 Anal Chem.
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Figure 6. (A) The optical setup of PSM. The SPW (Ep) is excited by light from the bottom [44]. The
scattered SPWs by a particle (Es ) and the gold surface (Eb ) are collected above the sample to form a
PSM image. (B) Background- and drift-corrected PSM image [44]. (C) Histograms exhibiting changes
in intensity due to the binding and unbinding of individual IgA molecules [44]. (D) The binding
behavior of a single IgA molecule [44]. Copyright 2020 Nat Methods.

4. Novel Technologies for SPRM Enhancement
4.1. Development of Multifunctional Nano-Oscillators

In addition to gold nanoparticle signal amplification and P-EIM methods, Shan et al.
proposed a new approach for detecting small molecules, namely nano-oscillators, by
combining the signal amplification associated with gold nanoparticles and P-EIM to achieve
superior axial resolution [30]. In this work, each nano-oscillator is made up of a gold
nanoparticle tethered to a gold coating by a chain of molecules, such as polyethylene glycol
(PEG), with an appropriate linking group termination. The next step is to apply an AC
voltage between the gold coating and a reference electrode embedded in the solution,
establishing an alternating electric field orthogonal to the gold layer and capable of driving
charged particles (Figure 7A). The selection of soft molecular chains allows it to stretch
from a relaxed to a stretched state using a relatively tiny driving force, ensuring a large
oscillation amplitude and thus an accurate charge sensitivity. Notably, the oscillator’s
oscillation amplitude can be recognized with an accuracy of ~0.1 nm using SPR imaging.
Recently, Chen et al., improved this current-driven nano-oscillator [46]. In their study,
the gold nanoparticles were tethered to the sensing surface by a polymer, which had a
rigid stretching structure to support the nanoparticles at low temperatures. When the
temperature increased to a threshold value, the polymer lost its rigid structure and the gold
nanoparticles fell to the surface. The oscillation of the nano-oscillator was induced using
periodic light illumination.

Nano-oscillators use gold nanoparticles to enhance signal strength; however, the
enhancement effect can be achieved using other particles. Recently, Ma et al., used the nano-
oscillator principle to replace gold nanoparticles with individual proteins, with indium
tin oxide (ITO) as the surface, thereby quantifying the size, charge, and mobility of the
protein [47]. In this work, proteins were immobilized on ITO slides using PEG and driven
to oscillate vertically by applying an alternating electric field to the ITO surface. Using
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an objective-based SPRM device, a CMOS detector collected the signal to form an image.
The image series were then subjected to FFT to detach the oscillation frequency of the
applied field and extract the oscillation amplitude, meanwhile rejecting the background
noise. A linear relationship at low electric field strengths is shown in the plot of the FFT
image contrast versus electric potential amplitude (Figure 7B). Therefore, the FFT contrast
can be used to quantify the oscillation amplitude. The tethered proteins’ size (Figure 7C),
charge, mobility, and conformation were all assessed utilizing signals that were acquired.
Subsequently, a plot of mobility versus size for several single proteins and protein-ligand
complexes was created using these data (Figure 7D).
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Figure 7. (A) Schematic of nano-oscillators on an Au electrode [30]. Copyright 2014 Nano Lett.
(B) Schematic showing a single protein tethered to an ITO surface via a 63 nm long PEG linker, and
the plot of the FFT image contrast vs. potential amplitude [47]. A linear relationship is observed
at low electric fields and a plateau associated with full stretching of the PEG tether is exhibited at
high electric fields. (C) Size calibration and determination of protein-PEG size (DH), from the FFT
image contrast change ∆C [47]. (D) 2D plot of mobility (µ) vs. size (DH ) of single proteins and
protein−ligand complexes [47]. Copyright 2020 Nat Commun.

4.2. Applications of Machine Learning Algorithms in SPRM

Machine learning has been aggressively investigated in the field of biotechnology.
Recently, Moon et al., used a deep learning approach to improve the performance of SPRM
for light scattering detection [48]. In this work, a deep learning algorithm based on convo-
lutional neural networks (CNN) was used to estimate the effect of scattering parameters,
mainly, the number of scatterers. The CNN architecture consists of the convolution layer
(Conv), batch normalization (BN), rectified linear unit (Relu), max pooling layer (Pooling),
fully connected layer (FC), and output layer (Figure 8A). The method was applied to SPRM
images formed by the coherent interference of scatterers, and the improvement was quan-
titatively evaluated. With the trained CNN, approximately 2000 SPW scattered images
can be classified in less than 1 s, which means that the classification can be performed in
real time after training. The method was applied to SPRM images formed by the coherent
interference of scatterers, and the improvement was quantitatively evaluated. In particular,
it was determined that the detection accuracy of deep learning was improved by a factor
of almost six compared to traditional image reconstruction algorithms [27]. Identifying
complex objects is difficult using traditional algorithms. The combined deep learning
algorithm can effectively detect scattered targets in noisy environments. Furthermore, deep
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learning can be directly extended to label-free molecular detection analysis, resulting in
significantly improved detection in imaging and microscopy techniques.

Although SPRM provides excellent sensitivity, the statistical analysis of numerous
nanoparticles is laborious and time-consuming. Moreover, reliable identification and
quantification cannot be achieved when the image contrast is too low. Wang et al., proposed
an image processing software package for nanoparticle analysis based on deep learning
algorithms [49]. In their work, fully automated nanoparticle identification, digital counting,
3D tracking of particle position, and quantification of kinetic information were achieved at
the single particle level (Figure 8B). Using a built-in image filtering algorithm [27] to remove
mechanical and scattered particle noise, the image contrast was significantly improved,
enabling robust identification and analysis of low-RI nanoparticles in SPRM images.
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Figure 8. (A) Schematic diagram of the CNN architecture [48]. The network consists of the con-
volution layer (Conv), batch normalization (BN), rectified linear unit (Relu), max pooling layer
(Pooling), fully connected layer (FC), and output layer. Copyright 2019 Anal Chem. (B) Schematic
diagram of image processing software package for nanoparticle analysis in SPRM [49]. Automated
nanoparticle identification, digital counting, 3D tracking of particle position, and quantification of
kinetic information were achieved in this work. Copyright 2021 Anal Chem.

4.3. Integration of Optical Manipulation Technology

SPRM can non-invasively detect cell-substrate interactions at interfaces with high
sensitivity. In the last decade, various sensitivity-enhancing biosensing methods have
emerged, which can mainly be divided into two schemes: (1) the use of precision fabricated
nanostructures to enhance sensitivity, and (2) the use of various active external forces to
drive and enrich analytes.

Passively driven interactions are completely dependent on Brownian diffusion pro-
cesses throughout the sensing time, which greatly hinders their efficiency. Our group
proposed the optothermophoretic flipping (OTF) method, which significantly improved
the sensitivity of SPRM sensing [50]. Photothermolysis manipulation techniques rely on
photothermal conversion to form a temperature gradient field and manipulation is achieved
via thermophoretic forces that cause objects to migrate directionally in the temperature
gradient field [51]. The OTF method achieves protein-protein interaction enhancement by
temporal modulation of the thermophoretic force and convective flow (two major forces),
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which enriches biomolecules and results in aggregation to facilitate effective contact. In
this work, the enrichment performance was tested using antibody-antigen binding with a
wavelength-interrogation SPRM (W-SPRM) platform, which showed a 23.6-fold increase in
sensitivity in biomolecular interaction sensing compared to interactions based on Brownian
diffusion only. In addition, the experimental setup consisted of a W-SPRM component and
an optothermal excitation component (Figure 9A). The process of enrichment regarding
analytes involved the generation of a temperature distribution and thermal convection after
turning on the heating laser. Convective flow and thermophoretic forces work together to
migrate and enrich biomolecules to the ring region at relatively low temperatures when
the laser is turned on, and the upward thermophoretic force leads to inefficient binding of
biomolecules. When the laser is turned off, the flipped thermophoretic force (downward)
induces efficient binding of biomolecules (Figure 9A). Notably, thermophoretic force flip-
ping is due to the thermal conductivity difference between the Au film and the surrounding
solution, i.e., the high thermal conductivity of gold leads to a faster heat dissipation rate in
the gold film than in the solution. Therefore, in the transient time (tens of microseconds)
after the heating laser is turned off, the temperature of the solution is higher than that of the
gold film, and the temperature gradient in the z-direction is reversed. Thus, biomolecules
can be pushed toward the sensing surface to achieve efficient binding. In addition to the
enhanced intermolecular interaction probability, the real-time imaging capability of the
W-SPRM device facilitates locating the most sensitive regions of biomolecular interactions
and the selection and manipulation of the regions of interest for sensing. Furthermore, the
application of the thermophoretic force of the photothermal effect can be applied to the
optical tweezing technique for nanoparticle capture [52].

Optical tweezers typically focus a beam using a high-NA objective to generate a
gradient force, thereby creating an optical potential well that is capable of capturing
micro/nanometer-sized objects. SPRHM combines the SPR technique with DHM to obtain
near-field SPR images with both amplitude and phase contrast. Recently, Dai et al. pro-
posed an integrated optical tweezer technique for SPRHM (OT-SPRHM) that facilitates
the dynamic description of cell-substrate interactions under optical excitation [53]. In this
work, the authors constructed a compact OT-SPRHM system in which OT and SPRHM
were arranged coaxially to enable simultaneous manipulation and detection of the same
biological specimen, respectively (Figure 9B). Live K562 cells and MC3T3-E1 cells were
manipulated via OT, and phase-contrast SPR images were recorded using SPRHM. In
particular, this new platform determined the optical force applied to K562 cells near the
cell-substrate interface (Figure 9B).

The combination of nanoparticles and nanostructures as sensing probes presents many
new opportunities for traditional SPR sensing techniques. OT enables capturing objects of
micro/nanometer size, while its focus point is a few hundred nanometers, which limits the
accuracy of capture. Given that SPWs on metal surfaces exhibit large field enhancement
compared to incident radiation and much smaller wavelengths than free space wavelengths,
hot spots much smaller than free space wavelengths can be excited using SPR techniques.
Under such constraints, the plasmon field helps to capture various nanostructures and
materials with high precision. In recent years, plasmonic nano-tweezers (PNT) with the
ability to manipulate nanoscale particles or molecules beyond the diffraction limit have
been rapidly developed, and the combination of this technique with imaging techniques
allows for the practical observation of local molecular interactions in biological samples
and the monitoring of dynamic processes in biological samples with high spatial resolution,
sensitivity, and throughput. However, some biomolecules are sensitive to temperature
and high temperature may affect their activity, etc.; therefore, plasmonic heating limits
the application of SPWs in capturing particles or biomolecules that are susceptible to high
temperatures. For this reason, our group designed a nanorefrigerative tweezer based on
a single refrigerative nanocrystal [54]. This scheme has the advantage of subwavelength-
scale trapping, comparable to that of the PNT, while avoiding the undesirable effects of
plasmonic heating.
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perimental results include (b) SPR phase of the cell, (c) cell-substrate distance, and (d) optical force
applied to the cell versus time. Copyright 2022 Biosens Bioelectron.

4.4. Applications of Optical Vortex

Optical vortex beams can excite SPWs, thus allowing for the development of a new type
of SPRM with the advantages of high resolution and sensitivity, which is a new approach
for label-free, in situ, multi-modal detection of substances including biomolecules. Optical
vortex beams can be divided into two categories depending on the different generation
mechanisms: one is directly generated by a phase wavefront distribution with a spiral
structure to produce a central phase singularity, and the other is generated by a polarization
direction distribution with azimuthal variation to form a hollow beam, which are referred
to as the orbital angular momentum beam and the vector beam, respectively.

Tan et al., demonstrated that an optical vortex beam focused on a metal surface with a
vertical incidence can excite SPWs [55]. When the plane wave of the optical vortex beam
is emitted from the objective and converges toward the geometric focus, a diffraction-
limited spot is generated, which contains a large wave spectrum limited by the NA of the
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objective and two opposite sets of plane waves with an incidence angle of ±θSP. At the
sensing chip plane, it produces two ±kSP reversed center-propagating SPWs with coherent
superposition in the central region to form plasmonic standing waves. In addition, the SPR
angle can be tuned by the radius of the vortex beam at different metal/dielectric interface
structures. Moh et al. used this method to image cell substrates on SPRM structures [56].
This investigation was based on radially polarized light excitation of a localized surface
plasmon resonance (LSPR) to form a virtual probe. The intensity distribution on the metal
surface allowed for quantitative measurements of the cell-matrix contact, and the obtained
data were presented as a local RI map (Figure 10A).

Radially polarized light is a vector beam with a strong focus and strong longitudinal
component, which can form small and strong optical probes. The beam can be focused onto
precious metal nanoparticles to produce LSPR, which generates an electromagnetic field
that is localized around the particle’s surface. In particular, when there is a gap between
the particle and gold film surface, the LSPR and SPR on the surface are coupled and a
regional electric field enhancement, i.e., Raman enhancement, occurs. This principle can
be used to measure the vertical field by manipulating the particles via OT and using the
Raman signal to characterize the vertical electric field components. Shen et al. presented
the details of a dynamic single particle-gold film surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)
system, which was achieved by manipulating individual gold nanoparticles using PNT [57].
The experimental setup consisted of a PNT platform and signal acquisition system that
created a circular plasmonic standing wave by focusing radially polarized light onto a
thin sensing film. A virtual probe was used at the center of the interference, which acted
as a PNT to capture the particles. In this work, it was demonstrated that the gap mode
produced an additional enhancement of 10−4 compared to the film without the particles,
eventually reaching a SERS enhancement of 10−9. Based on nanomanipulation of the
PNT, this dynamic single-particle thin-film system can facilitate controlled SERS detection
in an aqueous environment. Recently, Dou et al. revealed the physical mechanism of
the polarization-controlled plasmonic gap mode enhancement by comparing the SERS
intensity of individual nanoparticle-film gap structures for different polarization beam
excitations [58]. The results showed that the SERS signal can be significantly enhanced
under radial polarization and substantially suppressed under azimuthal polarization com-
pared to conventional linear polarization (Figure 10B). This was attributed to the different
vertical electric field distributions of the SPWs. This work has important implications for
single-particle SERS studies and quantitative molecular detection.

The SPR image can be altered by modulating the optical vortex beam to allow new
applications. Hu et al., theoretically and experimentally investigated a method to generate
and control dynamic SPR intensity images using a highly focused geared beam [59]. A
geared beam is a donut beam with an entangled double-helix phase that is formed by the co-
linear superposition of two Laguerre–Gaussian beams with equal but opposite topological
charges (Figure 10C). Owing to the flexible nature of the optical vortex beam, this method
can be used to easily pattern SPWs at predetermined locations and dynamically control
the pattern. Thus, it is a good candidate for generating and controlling SPR local fields.
Furthermore, Man et al. used a vector beam with an arbitrary local linear polarization
state for dynamic plasmonic beam shaping [60]. In microscopy devices with high-NA
objectives, the excitation, orientation, and distribution of the focused SPWs are highly
dependent on the spatially variant polarization of the incident vector beam. Notably, when
an axially symmetric vector beam is involved, multifocal SPWs with the same magnitude
and uniform intensity can be obtained. Meanwhile, the number of focal points depends on
the polarization order n (Figure 10D).
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5. Conclusions and Future Perspectives

In this review, we summarized the progress of SPRM research in systems and technolo-
gies and presented a range of applications involving biosensing and imaging, including
living cells, bacteria, viruses, DNA molecules, and proteins. Recently, research on SPRM
optical platforms has focused on achieving optimal spatial resolution. Although the tech-
nology has been shown to be feasible for detecting a variety of biological substances
and processes, many challenges remain in improving its sensitivity, detection limits, and
expanding its applications.

The lateral resolution of SPRM is diffraction-limited. In particular, the parabolic-
shaped PSFs can be up to several microns in length and adversely affect image quality.
To improve lateral resolution, numerous approaches have been proposed to optimize
the optical system, such as SPW excitation using a short-wavelength laser, azimuthal
rotational illumination, and image reconstruction algorithms. We expect that innovations
in instrumentation and image processing algorithms will exploit the asymmetric PSF to
extract more bio-interaction information, thereby allowing for further improvements in
spatial resolution without sacrificing sensitivity or temporal resolution.

In addition, there have been significant advances in the technology and application
of SPRM, but the technique is not yet commercially viable, in contrast with traditional
SPR biosensors. Currently, only a few commercial SPRM platforms are available, which
has resulted in a lack of standardization of instrumentation and measurement methods.
Although SPRM platforms can meet the requirements for analyzing numerous biological
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samples, the analysis of complex samples with ultra-low concentrations (<10 fM) is still
challenging. Therefore, the combination of SPRM with external means of active manip-
ulation, including active enhancement methods such as electrokinetic, electrochemical,
optical, optothermal, magnetic, and acoustic manipulation, or from the materials side,
including signal amplification tags and modifications of traditional substrates, may lead to
the development of more sensitive and accurate SPRM platforms [61].

These challenges will eventually be addressed with future technical and theoretical
developments, and it is expected that SPRM techniques will be more widely used and
provide deeper insights into complex biological matter and behavior.
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